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In This Use Case…

Automatically Define Thresholds
to Calculate Remaining Useful Life
A Fortune 100 Industrial delivers
engines, generator sets and propulsion
systems for mission critical operations.
Monitoring fluids, fuel and oil, is key to
driving uptime, but design thresholds for
filter life are fixed, not reflecting
conditions in the field.

Razor™ Advantage
Challenges
A large Industrial delivering machinery, engines, financial products and
insurance globally leverages a team of data scientists to drive asset
reliability. One area of focus is the deployment of a broad set of physics-
based analytics for use in monitoring deployed assets, ie, alarming when
fuel and oil filters have crossed critical limits, based on design specs.

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION To deliver superior performance for their
customers, time-based regimes are complemented with sensing and
alarming on critical characteristics like fluid pressure. Ideally, asset specific
field conditions would be monitored to define optimal performance, and
the delta between optimal and current performance would be calculated to
establish degradation of critical characteristics. As a result, an asset specific
filter RUL would be defined, eliminating the cost of early/late replacement.

DATA PROLIFERATION Additional sensing negatively impacts the cost of
assets and the teams monitoring them. Utilizing existing data to establish
and refine critical thresholds improves reliability and reduces overall cost.

• Establish asset specific critical
characteristic degradation models

• Monitor field conditions to 
establish filter remaining useful life

• Utilize existing data, as-is, where-it-
is with no additional sensors

• Eliminate cost of  data 
harmonization & cleanup

• Accelerate model development & 
deployment for existing teams

• Minimize impact to Data Science & 
operations team bandwidth

• Integrate with existing technologies 
and teams to amplify effectiveness

Predicting Remaining Useful Life with Razor™
“…time-based filter replacements are expensive, and break-fix is intolerable. Razor™ defines the real threshold.”  

Benefits of Razor™
DATA TO INSIGHT- FASTER Razor™ leveraged existing asset data to establish characteristic degradation models and
calculate engine-specific filter RUL (remaining useful life). This expanded visibility into asset status goes well beyond
alarming on design spec limits and eliminates both early and late replacement, positively impacting operational costs.

EXTENDING BANDWIDTH OF TEAMS Razor™ delivered analytic models far faster, allowing data science teams to better
prioritize workloads, while complementing the existing physics-based analytics already deployed.

EFFECTIVE COST CONTAINMENT The deployment of additional sensing to detect specific anomalies is deferred or
eliminated, as richer insights can be gleaned from the existing data streams. Current data is used as-is, where-it-is,
further reducing cost by eliminating the need for costly aggregation and harmonization.

THE CUSTOMER’S BIG WIN:

Visibility to RUL, Specific to the Asset and Current Conditions

Model Development Accelerated, Freeing Up Data Science Teams

Utilized Data As-Is, Where-It-Is, Reducing Cost and Time to Value
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